Step-by-Step Tiling Projects (Better Homes & Gardens: Step By Step)
Synopsis

Presents a variety of tile options, practical tips for choosing tile, and step-by-step guidance for installing tile indoors and out. More than 40 inviting, inspirational photographs of tile installed in a variety of environments. Thorough instructional copy and more than 200 illustrations. Tips from the experts on properly installing tile floors, walls, backsplashes, and patios. Simply and clearly explains tile composition, grouting, and sealing. Tips for properly fitting tiles in difficult places and choosing the right accent tiles.
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Customer Reviews

My first time tiling and this book definately takes you through step by step. Talks about tiling floors as well as walls and countertops. Mostly illustrations but done well enough to understand what each procedure entails. Packed with tips and experts’ insights. I high recommend this book and "Setting Tile (Fine Homebuilding)" by Michael Byrne.

Solid advice on prepwork, layout, etc. It it a bit outdated in terms of styles and colors, but it is still a good reference guide when researching tile installation procedures.

Great book
Good book.

Grerat book with lots of step-by-step procedures. Easy to understand, but very laborous steps!
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